
 

Subject Line A: Thrilled they chose Dogevity™! 

Subject Line B: An amazing health transformation for your pup! 

 

 

NAME, 

 

An amazing transformation… 

 

That’s what Dogevity™ can do for your dog’s health and vitality. 

 

Now, I agree with you… 

 

That’s a big promise.  

 

But I’m confident we can back it up. 

 

We have a growing list of happy customers who are THRILLED  

they chose Dogevity™ for their dogs’ all-natural daily detox and  

immune system boost.  

 

Here's what Michelle Sobin told us about her Dogevity™ experience  

with her rescue dog, Ava: 

 

“She used to have these troublesome digestive spells we just couldn’t get under control. 

Every few weeks, she would go through attacks that looked like pancreatitis but weren’t.  

I had given up hope of finding an answer. But then a friend told me about Dogevity™. I 

looked at the ingredients because I wanted a product that was natural and safe.  

 

After my research, I was confident Dogevity™ was safe to give to Ava. So we decided 

to try it. And I’m glad we did! After about 4 weeks, I noticed that Ava had not suffered 

another digestive episode.  

 

She finally did have one, but it was much more minor than before, thanks to Dogevity™. 

Unlike previous episodes, during this one, we did not have to take Ava to the 

emergency room. For one thing, she didn’t require added hydration.  

 

She recovered from this episode quickly. And then, a couple of weeks later, another 

episode happened. But this one was even less trouble than the previous one. 

 

Here's even more good news: that’s the last digestive system attack Ava has suffered.  



Her stomach has settled down. She’s now pretty content. And we are happy!” 

 

Want more success stories from dog owners just like you who are glad they chose 

Dogevity™?  

 

Visit our homepage, scroll down a bit, and you’ll see a bunch of glowing testimonials! 

 

And when you are ready to give your dog the same kind of results,  

click here (Link to shopping cart in “click here”) to pick up where you left off and 

claim your bag of Dogevity™. 

 

Here’s to your dog’s health and happiness! 

 

Wendy “Top Dog” Stevens, 

Founder of Dogevity™ 

 

https://dogevity.com/

